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29.1. Vocabulary. Setze das richtige Wort ein:  
 
why - because - sell - opposite (gegenüber) - friend - lend - contract (Vertrag) - kind (Art) - money  
 
A man has a sausage stand directly ............................ a bank. An old ........................... comes 

and asks him: "Can you ..................... me some money?" – "I’m sorry, I can’t." – "And 

...............  not?" – "...........................I have a ........................... with the bank." – "What 

......................... of contract?" – "I don’t lend any .............................. and they don’t 

.................... any sausages!" 
 

29.2. Was passt nicht in die Reihe? 
window wall floor fly 
monitor cucumber printer scanner 
England Scotland Ireland Sweden 
carrots sausages potatoes beans 
finger eye knee fence 
friendly electric nice pretty 
concrete duck turkey goose 
yellow purple pink bright 
politician farmer fisherman hunter 
badminton billiards wrestling sleeping 
scream know sing laugh 
belt glove stairs shirt 
 
9.2.Wrong information. Fünf Informationen im Text sind falsch.  
Finde sie:  
 

The Earth is a planet that travels round the Sun. It takes a year 
(about 365 days) to go all the way round once. In winter it goes 
faster. At the same time, the Moon travels round the Earth. It 
does this in a square. It takes 28 days (about one month) to go 
round once. The sun is a giant ball of very hot gases. Huge 
flames shoot out from its surface. The flames are thousands of 
kilometres high. Just a few people live on the Sun. The Moon 
measures about a quarter of the size of the Earth. It is very hot 
on the Moon by day. It is very cold at night. The Man in the Moon 
is the only living human there. Moonlight is light from the Sun 
reflected off the surface of the Moon. The sun always lights up 
half the Moon. But as the Moon travels round the Earth, we see 
different amounts of its bright side. This is why the Moon seems 
to change shape. Once a year we can see a full Moon.  
 
 

1.  ....................................................  

2.  ....................................................  

3.  ....................................................  

 

4. ......................................................  

5.  .....................................................  

ILL.   “SUNSET AND DOGS” – PHOTO BY C.Wr

 


